
Host Pat_O says:
The Ganymede is in orbit around Oceanus. A shuttle has been dispatched to aid the oceanographic team.

Host Pat_O says:
<<<<<< Resume Mission >>>>>

Host CO_Taylor says:
:: riding TL back to the Bridge::

CMO_Seti says:
@:: Looking out at the wonderful marine life::

FCO_Harlok says:
:: Puts the shuttle in a slow barrel roll and accelerates through a coral arch to give the "Fishies" a good ride:: Hoooo-YA!! Look at 'em go!

OPS_Serok says:
:: At OPS console monitoring the away team and all communication ::

CNS_Ashworth says:
:: just returning to the bridge, she is worried about her husband who is sick in their quarters::

TO_Masterson says:
@:: sitting and waiting::

Host CO_Taylor says:
:: steps out the doors and onto the command deck::

CSO_Ray says:
:: Is at science station on the shuttle::

Dr_Clarain says:
@:: Finishes the suite up for deep diving.. Snaps on the helmet and begins the helmet breather cycle. The pinkish liquid fills the head piece::

CTO_Silek says:
:: Exits the observation lounge and heads for the TAC station ::

Host CO_Taylor says:
OPS:  Report, Lieu...uh,:: smiles:: Commander...

Host CO_Taylor says:
:: continues to command chair, feels good after his workout::

FCO_Harlok says:
@:: Glances at Nav-sensor and arcs the shuttle in a reverse roll toward the dry dock::  CSO: Dry dock ahead Commander.

Dr_Clarain says:
@ *AT*: have you docked yet? :: breather her last air for a bit.. ::

CNS_Ashworth says:
:: sits in her chair::

OPS_Serok says:
:: Looks up at the Captain :: CO:  The away team is enroute to the dry dock under the ocean and all else is quiet.

CSO_Ray says:
@AT: prepare to dock

CTO_Silek says:
:: Brings up the TAC diagnostic as his relief leaves ::

CMO_Seti says:
@:: Buckles in::

Host CO_Taylor says:
OPS:  What of our broadband communications monitoring?

CSO_Ray says:
@*Dr.*: we are about to

Dr_Clarain says:
@: Takes deep breaths and lets the air escape the helmet::

OPS_Serok says:
CO: As usual Captain, I am monitoring broad band as well.

EO_Winner says:
:: in transporter room::

FCO_Harlok says:
@:: Throttles down and feels the shuttle slow through the water as they dock::

Dr_Clarain says:
@:: Feels herself drowned in the murky pink solution.. Thinks I never get use to this. Ugh::

CEO_D`terrin says:
:: Checks the readouts of the shuttle's Upgrades::

Host CO_Taylor says:
OPS:  Excellent.  CTO:  Commander Silek, Scan for ionic radiation anomalies on all known variations for cloaked vessels.

OPS_Serok says:
CO: Broad band is clean Sir.

Host CO_Taylor says:
OPS:  Keep me informed.  

OPS_Serok says:
CO: Aye Sir.  

CTO_Silek says:
:: Nods :: CO: Aye Sir. :: Begins scans :: CO: Sir... Are you expecting something?

Dr_Clarain says:
@:: Breaths slowly and adjust.. Ready to go. Step in the water and sinks to the rocky floor through the diving well::

Host Pat_O says:
Action: Mild after shocks continue to rock the "ocean floor"

FCO_Harlok says:
@:: Enters in emergency take off procedures then seals it with his security code::

Host CO_Taylor says:
Helm:  Bring us to geosynchronous orbit over the station for communications with the Away team and Base.

CEO_D`terrin says:
:: Finds nothing o n the readouts::

Dr_Clarain says:
@ ~*OUTPOST OPS*~: the floors still shaking. What do you have for me?

OPS_Serok says:
:: Looks at the monitor for flight control, as it is slaved to OPS at the moment. ::

CTO_Silek says:
:: Keeps on eye on TAC scanners and monitors planet activity on the other monitor ::

Host Pat_O says:
Action: the auto helm responds flawlessly and the ship gracefully glides into orbit

Host CO_Taylor says:
CTO:  Unfortunately I am.  The usual.  Trouble.  Trust me when I say I hope I'm wrong.

CNS_Ashworth says:
:: observes what is going on so far, she is somewhat anxious to meet the members of the Federation Survey Team::

Dr_Clarain says:
@<Outpost OPS> *DR*: mild tremors. Looks like aftershocks. We have movement of the northern plate. Be careful. Water temps have gone up in the last hour.

FCO_Harlok says:
@ CEO: Nice upgrades Gal. She handles great out there. :: Turns to survey the action in the shuttle::

CTO_Silek says:
:: Nods :: CO: Aye Sir... , No other vessels in the area sir.... I am however continuing to monitor...

Host CO_Taylor says:
<Helmsman>:  Aye, sir.  Geosynchronous orbit...now.

EO_Winner says:
:: looking over transporter specs::

CEO_D`terrin says:
@FCO: Thanks, I'm glad you like 'em

Host CO_Taylor says:
CTO:  Good.  Go to yellow alert.  Just to be thorough.

OPS_Serok says:
:: Brings the ship into geosynchronous orbit :: CO: We are in geosynchronous orbit, Sir.

CTO_Silek says:
:: Nods :: CO: Aye Sir .. Yellow Alert

Host Pat_O says:
Action: the shuttle is docked

Host CO_Taylor says:
Helm:  Steady as she goes.

CTO_Silek says:
:: Activates Yellow Alert ::

CEO_D`terrin says:
:: Feels the thud as the shuttle docks::

CMO_Seti says:
@:: Prepares to leave the shuttle::

OPS_Serok says:
CO: Aye Sir.

Dr_Clarain says:
@ Self: oh joy. ~*OPS*~: keep me posted. 

Host CO_Taylor says:
OPS:  Anything from the Away Team?

OPS_Serok says:
CO: None yet Sir.

Dr_Clarain says:
@:: Makes her way to the shuttle and taps on the side panel of the hull::

FCO_Harlok says:
@:: Glances as dock confirmation protocols scroll over his screen:: CSO: Hard dock confirmed Commander.

CSO_Ray says:
@AT: get all gear ready, and have modified phasers on standby. Help when needed

OPS_Serok says:
CO: The shuttle has arrived

Host Pat_O says:
Action: A huge "whale"-like creature swims close to the docked shuttle causing a swift current as it passes rocking the docked craft

Host CO_Taylor says:
:: nods::  OPS:  Thank you.

CEO_D`terrin says:
@:: Prepares to disembark::

CSO_Ray says:
@FCO: notify the Ganymede

CMO_Seti says:
@:: Rocks back and fourth::

TO_Masterson says:
@CSO: Aye sir.

OPS_Serok says:
:: Nods at the Captain ::

CEO_D`terrin says:
@:: Grabs onto something to hold onto to steady himself::

Dr_Clarain says:
@:: Yelps.. But her voice box don't work in the liquid breathing medium and gets caught in the current. ::

Host CO_Taylor says:
CNS:  Well, Counselor, How are you feeling these days?  

FCO_Harlok says:
@:: Releases hatch and opens her up as he steadies himself from the wave:: COM: GANYMEDE: Ganymede this is Hetfield... we're docked and making contact now.

CEO_D`terrin says:
*EO* Ensign, How's the ship holding up right now?

CSO_Ray says:
@FCO: while you’re at it double-check on the mag-locks, we don't want to loose our shuttle do we?

CNS_Ashworth says:
CO:  I am doing very well, thanks for asking however, it’s my husband I'm worried about though.

OPS_Serok says:
COM: Hetfield: Acknowledged

Host CO_Taylor says:
CNS:  Oh?  Is Ensign Ashworth Not Well?

OPS_Serok says:
CO: The away team is now making contact Sir.

Dr_Clarain says:
@:: Panics and grabs for the shuttle.. Missing and drug into the water high off the ocean floor::

FCO_Harlok says:
@:: Nods:: CSO: Aye Sir. :: Runs check on maglocks::

CMO_Seti says:
@:: Picks up his gear and begins to scan the area::

Host CO_Taylor says:
OPS:  Excellent.  Inform me the moment there is need.

CNS_Ashworth says:
CO:  No he isn't, he developed a fever and I made him lay down, of course he didn't want to but I won in the end:: smiles::

OPS_Serok says:
CO: Aye Sir.

CSO_Ray says:
@AT: everyone ready?

TO_Masterson says:
@CSO: Yes sir.

FCO_Harlok says:
@:: Finishes check and give the CSO a thumbs up::

Host CO_Taylor says:
CNS:  Indeed.  If I might change the subject, are you up to a bit of research?

Dr_Clarain says:
@:: Gets out the scaling rope and tries to grab something with It.. Catches a rock. And hangs in the water as the current passes::

CEO_D`terrin says:
@:: Runs a quick diagnostic of the Hetfield::

CMO_Seti says:
@CSO: Aye Commander

CTO_Silek says:
CO: Sir... Permission to send out 4 Class 1 probes ... I wish to establish a sensor net to monitor the system better.

CNS_Ashworth says:
CO:  I'll do what I can, Captain.

FCO_Harlok says:
@:: Watches the Wale-critter swim by in fascination::

Host CO_Taylor says:
*EO*:  ensign, I need an opinion from you.  Is there a way we can boost the transporter signal to make them useable to lock on to the Away Team?

CSO_Ray says:
:: opens the hatch and heads towards the station entrance::

Dr_Clarain says:
@:: Breathing hard.. The outpost registers a possible cardiac arrest of a diver. Sounds alarm and recall::

TO_Masterson says:
@:: follows the CSO::

CEO_D`terrin says:
@:: Watches outside of the windows, looking for signs of life::

CEO_D`terrin says:
@:: Heads out the hatch, following the CSO::

CMO_Seti says:
@:: Scans the area as he leaves the shuttle::

Host CO_Taylor says:
CTO:  An excellent Idea, Mister Silek.  Deploy them.  Perhaps you could send low-orbital and high-orbital probes.  We can recover them later.

CTO_Silek says:
:: Nods :: CO: Agreed Sir...

Host CO_Taylor says:
CNS:  What do we know about Oceanus Prime and the Federation Effort here?

Dr_Clarain says:
@<Outpost OPS> *Crew*: attention recall teams. Diver in danger. Possible trauma. 

CSO_Ray says:
@:: Enters the station only to find no one there::

CTO_Silek says:
:: Sends out the Class 1 Probes and deploys the orbital probes ::

Dr_Clarain says:
@: Calms down and pulls herself back to the floor. Shrugs and waits for the recall to find her::

Host CO_Taylor says:
:: follows CTO's actions surreptitiously::

CTO_Silek says:
:: Monitors the probe data from the planet and the system ::

CEO_D`terrin says:
@:: Quickly runs a look see over the area, making sure it's safe::

CSO_Ray says:
@:: Finds a comm panel on the station wall::

FCO_Harlok says:
@:: Follows the TO... admiring the view then notices the place deserted:: TO: Whoa... nobody home.

Dr_Clarain says:
@:: Is taken to the outpost sickbay and unsuited::

TO_Masterson says:
@FCO: It is very odd.

FCO_Harlok says:
@:: Slowly looks around for any sign of the scientists::

Aide_Jen says:
@:: Runs down the hall toward the dry dock.. Gasping for air::

CNS_Ashworth says:
CO:  As far as I can see, Captain, is that a scientific team has been charting the ocean and the weather patterns, so far no further data is available.

CSO_Ray says:
@Station: This is the Lt. Cmdr. Ray of the USS Ganymede. Please respond

Aide_Jen says:
@ AT: sorry. I was late:: gasping::

FCO_Harlok says:
@:: Hears foot falls:: TO: Hey... someone's coming! :: Points::

EO_Winner says:
CO: We might be able boost the signal by using a tetrion ray focused with transporter beam

CEO_D`terrin says:
@:: Accesses a Database, and tries to find any information that might be relevant::

TO_Masterson says:
@:: looks at the aide::  FCO: And there someone is.

Host CO_Taylor says:
CNS:  Indeed.  That's precious little, don’t you think?  Man the Science console and have a look at the data Mister Silek is collecting.  See what you can find out about the planet.

CSO_Ray says:
@Aide: apology accepted. Where is everyone?

CEO_D`terrin says:
@:: Encounters an Encrypted Databank:: ACK!

Host CO_Taylor says:
EO:  Make sure of that theory.  Run a few tests with a class 4 probe.  Let me know the results.

OPS_Serok says:
:: Monitoring Away Team, keeping ship in geosynchronous orbit and monitoring all communications ::

CTO_Silek says:
CO: Captain... The probes show no unusual activity so far... I am continuing to monitor.

Aide_Jen says:
@ AT: if you will. All follow me. :: cough:: the Doc is in sickbay.. She’s ok. :: gasp:: come on.. :: turns and starts walking::

CNS_Ashworth says:
CO:   Understood:: gets up and mans the Science station even though it isn't her favorite place to be::

CEO_D`terrin says:
@CSO: Sir, I've found an encrypted Database. I'm trying to access it

EO_Winner says:
:: runs test to see how successful the idea is::

Host Pat_O says:
Action: the recent after shocks have created huge Tsunami once more. Oddly enough they still tend to head away from the small island outcrops along the equator

Host CO_Taylor says:
CTO:  Excellent.  Feed your Data to SCI.  The Counselor will look at the data from a biologics perspective and see what turns up.

Aide_Jen says:
@ CEO: stop that to you'll be asked to leave.

CTO_Silek says:
:: Nods to the CNS, notices that she is really beginning to show and looks back to his scanners :: CO: Aye Sir... routing now :: transfers data to SCI #1 ::

CSO_Ray says:
@CEO: we will attend to that later, for now follow us and stay with the group.

CEO_D`terrin says:
@Aide: Alright. :: Stops::

CEO_D`terrin says:
@CSO: Aye sir

EO_Winner says:
CO: I think my idea will work, but you will need to set the Tetrion beam to 1342.24 MHz

CSO_Ray says:
@:: Begins to follow the aide::

Aide_Jen says:
@: Leads the Away Team to the sickbay. To a screaming Doctor Clarian and the medical staff trying to calm her down::

TO_Masterson says:
@:: follows the aide and CSO walking next to the FCO::

Aide_Jen is now known as Dr_Clarian.

CTO_Silek says:
CO: Captain. We are detecting Tsunami from the planet's surface...:: frowns:: Source is the island where the Away Team is...

CEO_D`terrin says:
@:: Follows the Group::

Host CO_Taylor says:
*EO*:  Be ABSOLUTELY certain.  Run a few tests.  I’ll not take chances with the lives of my crew.

EO_Winner says:
*CO*: Roger sir

EO_Winner says:
:: runs more tests::

CSO_Ray says:
@CMO: see if you can help!

Host CO_Taylor says:
CTO:  Full sensor scan of the base.  Confirm that the AT is all right.  OPS:  Raise the team.  

Dr_Clarian says:
@ Med. Staff: I told you I'm fine! Now let me up!

Host CO_Taylor says:
:: watches the enormous tidal waves in horror and wonders how high they must be to be seen from orbit::

TO_Masterson says:
@SELF: Sounds about like me.

Host Pat_O says:
Action: Several species gather around the sickbay observation window as if they could hear the Dr.'s screams

CTO_Silek says:
CO: Sir... The waves are expanding AWAY from the island...:: stares at the readings:: It is highly unlikely that it is natural sir.

FCO_Harlok says:
@:: Follows along looking around curiously:: TO: ::chuckles:: Yup.

OPS_Serok says:
CO: Aye Sir.   COM: Away team: CSO: This is Lt Commander Serok, respond.

CSO_Ray says:
@CMO: report!

CEO_D`terrin says:
@:: Takes a look around the room, noticing anything out of the ordinary::

Host CO_Taylor says:
CTO:  What do we know about those shock waves?

Dr_Clarian says:
@:: Finally stands up and growls at the med. staff:: MS: get my suite ready.. I'm going back out! :: turns to look at the SF officers and blinks::

TO_Masterson says:
@:: smiles a bit:: FCO: Didn't know anyone was listening to me.

Host CO_Taylor says:
CTO:  Speculate.  Source?

Host CO_Taylor says:
CTO/CNS/OPS: Volcanic?

FCO_Harlok says:
@:: winks at TO:: TO: I'm a born busybody. :: Feels shockwave:: Whoa! THAT can't be good.

CSO_Ray says:
@OPS: we are tending to the doctor Clarion at the moment

OPS_Serok says:
CO: Checking Sir.

EO_Winner says:
*CO*: Actually sir, you need to set the MHz to 1324.122

CEO_D`terrin says:
@:: Looks over The scientists and notices that they are very well made holograms, VERY lifelike::

Dr_Clarian says:
@ AT: well thanks for noticing I was outside your shuttle. :: grumbles:: follow me.. :: grabs her lab coat and heads out the door::

TO_Masterson says:
@FCO:  Nope... can't be good.

OPS_Serok says:
COM: CSO: acknowledged, stand by.

Host CO_Taylor says:
*EO*:  Is that speculation or the result of tests?

OPS_Serok says:
CO: Sir, the CSO says that they are attending to Dr. Clarain.

Host CO_Taylor says:
BRIDGE:  Is there a pattern to the tidal waves?

CSO_Ray says:
@:: Follows the DR::

TO_Masterson says:
@:: follows the doctor:: FCO: She don't sound too happy.

FCO_Harlok says:
@:: Colors:: Self: Figures... our contact was one of the fish I was playing with.

Host CO_Taylor says:
OPS:  Ask if they need to be retrieved.  If not, what is their status?  Can they get us readings onsite of the shocks they are feeling?

EO_Winner says:
*CO*: That is the results, but I am going to transport a few probes and make sure

OPS_Serok says:
 CO: Sir, they are volcanic in origin, but I can detect no visible vents.

EO_Winner says:
:: transports probe::

CTO_Silek says:
:: Frowns :: CO: Sir... I ... believe that the source is under water ... It could be volcanic ... however ... I am not detecting the usual vents associated with such a phenomenon.

Dr_Clarian says:
@:: leads the AT to Operations and waits for everyone assembled::

CSO_Ray says:
@Dr.: can you explain what is going on Dr.?

FCO_Harlok says:
@:: smirks:: TO: I don't think I can blame her much.

CNS_Ashworth says:
:: notices that the shockwaves are volcanic in origin but there is no visible vents::   CO:  That doesn't bode well that there are no visible vents in case the something decides to erupt.

Host Pat_O says:
Action: the probe plunges into the depths and begins sending data back to the ship

Dr_Clarian says:
@ CSO: what do you mean? Expand on the question.

OPS_Serok says:
:: Nods :: COM: CSO: Commander, do you need to be retrieved?

Host CO_Taylor says:
CTO:  What about a set of biological probes to the surface and then a set of relays to ones underwater?  If we can get a fix of the exact epicenter...

CSO_Ray says:
@*OPS* we are fine, thank you though.

Host CO_Taylor says:
CNS:  Indeed.  Is there a pattern in the shockwaves?

OPS_Serok says:
COM: CSO: What is your status then, Commander.

CSO_Ray says:
@Dr.: I would like to know why you were in there receiving medical attention

CNS_Ashworth says:
CO:  I'm checking on that Sir, I'll let you know in moment.

Dr_Clarian says:
@:: Pulls up local sensors and notices a wave pattern.. A probe heading for the ocean floor::

CEO_D`terrin says:
@:: Takes out his tricorder, and accesses the probe telemetry to keep an eye on it::

Dr_Clarian says:
@CSO: I got caught in the wake of a nurse Whale. It buzzed your ship when you docked.

EO_Winner says:
*CO*: Sir, the transporter modifications work perfectly. I have successfully extended the range by over 10000 km

Dr_Clarian says:
@CEO: why is there a probe in my oceans?

CTO_Silek says:
CO: Aye Sir... I am sending a geological probe down now...:: Launches probe::

Host CO_Taylor says:
:: stands and looks at the waves on the viewscreen::  OPS:  Magnify that view of the epicenter if you can.

OPS_Serok says:
CO: Aye Sir.  :: Pushes a few buttons :: Magnification plus 100

CSO_Ray says:
@*OPS* we are currently sharing information with a Dr. Clarion. :: whispers:: I would like to get more data on this project if you would.

FCO_Harlok says:
@ Self: So... that was a nurse whale eh? Beautiful.

CNS_Ashworth says:
:: reads the data carefully and notices something very interesting::  CO:  Captain, this is interesting, the shockwaves seem to occur every 30 minutes.

CEO_D`terrin says:
@Clarain: It's there to keep an eye on the volcanic activity and tectonics:

Host Pat_O says:
Action: the transporter test succeeds and the probe is returned unharmed

Dr_Clarian says:
@:: stares at the CSO:: CSO: why don't you ask me! I sent for your help remember? This is a scientific study. And we are having problems.

Host CO_Taylor says:
*EO*:  Excellent.  Send the probe back and see what else it can find.

Host CO_Taylor says:
CNS:  Any speculation on what could be causing it?

EO_Winner says:
*CO*: Roger sir

CSO_Ray says:
@Dr.: we are trying to understand why there are giant shockwaves affecting the planet?

EO_Winner says:
:: transports probe back::

OPS_Serok says:
*CSO*: Acknowledged.  I will find the information you request.  OPS out.

CTO_Silek says:
:: Looks at the CNS :: Self : 30 minutes :: looks at the sensors :: CO: Sir, the epicenter is 4 km on the port side of the station .. I am beginning at more detailed scan.

CNS_Ashworth says:
CO:  None sir, not enough data to answer that.

Dr_Clarian says:
@CEO/CSO: this is a living world. You don't know much about the ocean do you space jockeys?

Host CO_Taylor says:
CTO:  Indeed.  Can we get a visual from a nearby probe?

OPS_Serok says:
CO: Sir, the CSO has contacted Dr. Clarian and are trying to get more information at present.

Host CO_Taylor says:
:: walks over to TAC and looks at the data streaming across CTO's console::

CTO_Silek says:
CO: I shall attempt it sir. .:: Tries to get a visual from a probe ::

CSO_Ray says:
@Dr. I beg to differ.

TO_Masterson says:
@DR:  Actually I do.

CEO_D`terrin says:
@Clarian: No, I admit that I don't know much about oceanography

Dr_Clarian says:
@:: pulls up a chart:: AT: earth is the same.. Volcanic faults constantly moving on the ocean floor causing continental drift. Welcome to the edge of creation. :: shrugs::

Host CO_Taylor says:
OPS:  Excellent.  Keep me informed.

Host Pat_O says:
Action: A giant "jellyfish" calmly settles over the entire station bathing it in bioluminescence

OPS_Serok says:
CO: Aye Sir.

FCO_Harlok says:
@:: Wanders over to a viewing port to look:: DR: It is beautiful. Each one I see is so different. What is that? :: Watches jelly-fish::

Dr_Clarian says:
@:: glares at the CSO:; CSO: fine.. Think what you want. :: looks up at the green glow around the station:: I have to feed Bob.. :: walks off::

CEO_D`terrin says:
@Clarian: Yes, I figured that.

OPS_Serok says:
:: Begins to pull up as much information as she can on this project ::

TO_Masterson says:
@:: looks over at the FCO:: FCO:  It looks like a giant jellyfish type creature.

CSO_Ray says:
@Dr.: let us quit this bickering and get to the point

Dr_Clarian says:
@:: loads a food pellet the size of a torpedo into a launcher and gently pops it out the diving bay for BOB the jelly fish::

CEO_D`terrin says:
*Ganymede Computer* Please relay as much data as possible about oceanography to my Tricorder

EO_Winner says:
*CO*: You should be receiving telemetry from the probe

FCO_Harlok says:
@:: Chuckles:: TO: Bob? :: Grins wistfully:: I wonder what he eats?

CTO_Silek says:
:: Transfers visual from probe to the viewscreen :: CO: Sir .. I think you should see this...

CEO_D`terrin says:
<Computer> Galnen: Acknowledged. Data Sent

TO_Masterson says:
@FCO:: giggles:: I don't think you wanna know.

CSO_Ray says:
@Dr.: What may I ask was the "unknown entity" that you wanted protection from?

OPS_Serok says:
:: Looks up at the view screen ::

CEO_D`terrin says:
@:: begins to read the data on Oceanography, nodding and "Hemming and Hawing" over it::

Host CO_Taylor says:
*EO* Good Work, Ensign.  If you can spare the time, could you make sure we have full power to the warp and impulse engines?  I'd hate to have to walk home.  :: smiles::

CNS_Ashworth says:
:: swifts her weight from one foot to the other one::

EO_Winner says:
:: chuckling::*CO*: Yes sir

OPS_Serok says:
:: Raises her eyebrow at the Captain ::

Dr_Clarian says:
@CSO: very well. This is a Starfleet high-level science study. I have been receiving threats. In the form of unusual mechanical problems. So I asked for help. And here you are.

CEO_D`terrin says:
*CO* Sir, how are the defense systems maintaining?

EO_Winner says:
:: checks warp core::

Host CO_Taylor says:
:: sees the shimmering colors on the viewscreen::  What is that?  :: stares in great fascination::

OPS_Serok says:
Self: highly unlikely.

Host CO_Taylor says:
*CEO*:  We're in top shape Mister D'Terrin.  What is your situation down there?

CSO_Ray says:
@Dr. do you know where they are coming from? A source perhaps.

FCO_Harlok says:
@:: Looks around:: TO: I wonder how much stress this place can take. :: Pulls eyes away from Bob::

CNS_Ashworth says:
:: looks at the viewscreen and sees beautiful colors shimmer and thinks how peaceful that looks from up here::

Dr_Clarian says:
@ AT: and in case you’re wondering. Bob eats veggies. Everything here does.

Host Pat_O says:
Action: Another tremor sends the jellyfish off the station and out into deeper water

TO_Masterson says:
@FCO: By the way the Dr. was talking "Bob" does this every time he's hungry so I'm hoping it's all ok.

Dr_Clarian says:
@CSO: if I did would you be here?

OPS_Serok says:
~~~CTO: walk home?  ~~~

FCO_Harlok says:
@:: Staggers trying to keep his balance::

CEO_D`terrin says:
*CO* Sir, I'm currently reading up on Oceanography to better understand the work that is being conducted here

Dr_Clarian says:
@:: stands there use to the movements::

CSO_Ray says:
@Dr. I have a question... are these tremors normal?

TO_Masterson says:
@:: grabs on to the FCO::

CTO_Silek says:
:: Smiles through the bond:: ~~~  OPS: I believe the Captain was making an attempt at humor.  ~

Host CO_Taylor says:
Bridge:  Ok, people.  What do we know about the epicenter thus far?  :: holds his conversation with CEO waiting for opinions::

Dr_Clarian says:
@CSO: very. Normal.

TO_Masterson says:
@:: notices who she grabbed on to and lets go:: FCO: Sorry about that.

OPS_Serok says:
:: Raises eyebrow :: ~~~ CTO: indeed.  I do not find it appealing to "walk" home. ~~~

FCO_Harlok says:
@:: Grins and winks:: TO: S'okay, I didn't mind. Next time I'll provide dinner.

CSO_Ray says:
@Dr.: and when did these threats begin?

CEO_D`terrin says:
@:: Finishes reading the data::

TO_Masterson says:
@:: smiles and pays attention to the CSO and Dr. Clarian::

Host CO_Taylor says:
:: looking at his officers waiting for one to give him an opinion on the epicenter of the quakes::

FCO_Harlok says:
@:: Looks around to see what’s going on::

OPS_Serok says:
:: Looks down at her monitor ::

Dr_Clarian says:
@CSO: since. :: looks over her data and hands the CSO a Padd::

OPS_Serok says:
CO: Sir, I do not have anything conclusive as of yet.

Host CO_Taylor says:
*CEO*:  It seems you are having some tremors.  What can you tell me about them?

FCO_Harlok says:
@:: Looks over CEO's shoulder::

Host CO_Taylor says:
OPS:  Thank you, Mister Suvok.

CSO_Ray says:
@Dr.: I see and do you have a recording of the last received threat?

OPS_Serok says:
CO: You are welcome Sir.

Dr_Clarian says:
@AT: well since you land lovers are not suited. I have more samples to gather. If you want to come get suited up. And watch for Phil. Bob's cousin. :: walks out of the room complaining about SF officers::

Host Pat_O says:
Action: the aftershocks subside and more and more life forms arrive around the station

Dr_Clarian says:
@:: Stomps off down the hall toward the diving well::

CNS_Ashworth says:
CO:  Captain I have nothing conclusive either.

Host CO_Taylor says:
*CEO*:  We've got a fix on the epicenter of those tremors for you.  They are at.:: punches numbers into a console::  ...these coordinates.  Perhaps you could go have a look?

CEO_D`terrin says:
*CO* Sir, I can tell you the tremors are a volcanic activity. The Epicenter is unknown to me, and I do also not know the exact cause known to me. I'll keep you updated

CTO_Silek says:
CO: Sir. We have the crater at the epicenter... and we have the jellyfish... his nest perhaps?

CSO_Ray says:
@:: Follows the Dr. and suits up::

CEO_D`terrin says:
*CO* Aye Sir

OPS_Serok says:
:: Notices the life forms moving closer to the underwater habitat :: CO: Sir, more of the indigenous lifeforms are  moving closer to the habitat.

CTO_Silek says:
CO: But that is pure speculation Sir.

TO_Masterson says:
@:: suits up and follows the doctor::

CEO_D`terrin says:
@:: makes his way to one of the station’s mini shuttles::

CEO_D`terrin says:
@:: Arrives, punches some controls into the Control Pad, and activates the pod::

Host CO_Taylor says:
CTO:  Perhaps.  I think we need a closer look, but I'd not like to offend one of those creatures.  Not if they are like Terran Cnidarians.

FCO_Harlok says:
@:: Grins at CEO and tags along:: CEO: Need a hand Sir?

CEO_D`terrin says:
@:: Climbs inside, and begins warming up the shuttle::

CEO_D`terrin says:
@FCO: That would be much appreciated

CTO_Silek says:
:: Nods to the Captain :: CO: Understood Sir...

Host Pat_O says:
Action: the life forms seem to respond to the new comers getting ready to enter their realm

FCO_Harlok says:
@:: Climbs in and belts himself up:: CEO: Want to drive?

CEO_D`terrin says:
@:: Keeps the door Open for FCO::

CSO_Ray says:
@*OPS*: do you have anything for me yet?

OPS_Serok says:
:; Continues to keep close tabs on the away team ::

CEO_D`terrin says:
@FCO: Well, you are the FCO...why don't you?

FCO_Harlok says:
@:: Nods:: CEO: Always the bridesmaid eh? ::

OPS_Serok says:
*CSO*: Not much Commander.  I will send you what I have though.

CEO_D`terrin says:
@FCO: Yup

Host Pat_O says:
<<<<< Pause Mission >>>>>>

